
 

Activity Plan 
Fedora-Join 

 

Summary 

1. Develop a Robot Automation {automated response email} 

2. Motto! 

3. e-Posters {social media post with picture} 

4. Shout Out {Advertise everywhere} 

5. Post Printed Documentation 

Overview 

Entrance is important  

Fedora is a huge open-source community: everyone knows something about “first impression”. 

Fedora-Join is an entrance to a huge, cheerful, and hilarity open-source community. We must 

encourage others to join this community with beautiful pictures and slogans. The type of our 

performance can create a beautiful image in the minds of new members, or keep them from 

continuing. 

 

Procedure 

increase new members 

1. Make registration email response more helpful!  

a. A summary about Fedora, Open-Source, SIGs, groups, ... 

b. Introduce admins 

c. Guide them how to start from wiki, join groups, ... 

2. Robot Automation: All of us knows some IRC commands, we can develop a robot 

(Telegram Bot, email responser, …) to give more information about fedora and how we 
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can help them! For example: we can develop a Telegram bot, if someone send /groups, 

the bot will shows groups list and a little bit description of them. /HowToStart will send 

some useful wiki links, and etc (Admin list, Ambassadors, fedora magazine linke, ...). 

3. Create Effective Mottos! We need some mottos for posters and, you know how it works. 

4. Design and Create Some Posters: openSuse are creating awesome video clips () but 

fedora or redhat … I’m not telling that we need some video clips () but I assume that we 

need some effective pictures, posters, PDF (based on: Why fedora? Why Open-Source? 

Why I must join fedora community? How you can help future?) We have to encourage 

others to become new members and join fedora. 

5. Shout out the registration address every where (But we need a plan and schedule) 

6. Post Printed Document as a gift. We could design a very beautiful and small gift like 

printed document and guideline, then post theme to new members as Incentive Plan (I 

hope they share their gift pictures on social networks.)  
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